
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

RAID ON FORT KNOX
Loading the Cartridge and Starting the Game.
1. Turn your VIC-20 OFF before inserting or removing the

cartridge.

Insert the cartridge (label side up) into the wide expansion
port on the back of the computer.
Turn the VIC-20 ON. After a second or two, the opening title

should appear on the screen. (If the title doesn't appear, turn

your VIC-20 off then back on).

2.

3.

Adjusting Screen Position

Tocenterthepictureusethe BUI and WSM keys. Each time you

press the K§ key, the picture will move to the right, and when

the SB key is pressed, the picture will move towards the

bottom of your TV screen. Keep using these two keys until you
are satisfied the picture is centered within your screen. (NOTE:
Once the game has begun you can_not change the screen
colors).

Eliminating Screen Flutter
On some TV sets with automatic fine tuning your screen may
"flutter" up and down when using a computer or video game. To

shift
correct this, hold down the mtMUM key and hit the HAM key.

(NOTE: Doing this with a standard TV set may cause the screen

to flutter).

TO START:
Press space bar to choose challenge level 1-4. Then type the

YELLOW f1 key.

OBJECT/RULES:
The U.S. has abandoned the gold standard, but there's still a
lot of gold left in Fort Knox. Your mission is to sneak through
the maze, grab a gold bar, & find your way back to your
hideout. Take as much time as you need to get to the gold, but

once you take a gold bar, time is limited.

Also . . . deadly panthers patrol the maze passages. It will take

you several trips to clean out the vaults, but the rewards are

great. You get $$ for each gold bar, and a bonus maze for

clearing all the vaults.



SCORING:
The $$ value earned varies with the time it takes you to make
it back to the hideout. No money earned if you run out of time.

Bonus collected for emptying all vaults. Bonus gives you 100

points times the number of panthers at each level. Maximum
bonus 10. Empty all vaults and move bonus maze up 1 level.

GAME CONTROL:
JOYSTICK — Left, Right, Up & Down

moves you each direction.

KEYBOARD— L= Left, ;= Right, P=Up, .= Down
Pressing selected key moves you each
direction.
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